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architectures, which uses inheritance to reuse implementation, is quite restrictive with respect to derivation. The basic unit of activity, implemented by the class task, allows only one level of subclassing. Task objects communicate by explicitly manipulating message queues.

LWP/C++ (our nomenclature) [19] is an implementation of the AT&T's task library on top of the Sun LightWeight Process library. As such, LWP/C++ represents a departure from the original co-routine task paradigm of AT&T into the user-level (uniprocessor) preemptable threads. LWP/C++ also extends the AT&T FIFO scheduling model to include LIFO and user-controlled scheduling.

EPT/C++ (our nomenclature) [16] is a tasking package modeled after the AT&T library, but built on top of a threads library known as Threads, which was the basis for the Encore Parallel Threads library (EPT) [17]. EPT/C++ is one of the earliest C++ class libraries supporting true concurrency. In addition to supporting a Task class, which if used as a base class causes a thread to be created for the constructor of the derived class, EPT/C++ also supports a Monitor class that can be used to provide guarding for methods of derived classes. However, entry to and exit from monitors are explicitly managed by the users through enter and exit routines. Threads are explicitly managed by operations such as wait and wakeup. As in AT&T's task library, EPT/C++ allows only one level of subclassing. Communication is primarily through explicit message queues.

PRESTO [4] is a class library for the creation and management of threads. There are PRESTO classes for each concurrency concept, principally threads, locks, and monitors. Creating a thread object creates, within the thread-object data area, the structures necessary for a thread's existence (for example, a stack), although, notably, it does not start a new thread running. The thread start method must be called for this to happen. Similarly, creating a lock object allocates storage for the lock, which is then manipulated via lock methods. Both spinning locks and relinquishing locks are available. Monitors are created and manipulated in the same fashion. In PRESTO, monitor routines are not physically associated with the monitor control object. The programmer must explicitly indicate when a monitor routine is being entered (via a call to an entry method) and when it is being exited (via the exit method).

The assumed architecture for PRESTO is shared memory. PRESTO has no specific constructs for object interaction, even in the guise of C++ method invocation; communication happens solely through the use of shared variables. PRESTO comprises a set of low-level routines for shared-memory concurrency. Its principal advantage is high performance on such architectures.

AWESIME [23] is a thread library, not unlike PRESTO, with additional classes to facilitate process-oriented simulation. It is designed to simplify portability to other architectures. Users can create their own customized threads by inheriting from an abstract class called THREAD. The "body" of a thread is specified by a virtual main member function. Unlike the AT&T task library, it allows arbitrary levels of subclassing from THREAD. However, a thread does not start execution until it is explicitly triggered.

5 Summary

In this paper, we reviewed and analyzed some of the C++-based concurrent systems. Issues characterizing concurrent object-oriented systems and techniques used in adding concurrency to C++ were presented. We compared concurrent extensions to C++, and concurrent libraries for C++ where concurrency is kept outside of the language.
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An object may have several threads in it at one time, but if the object is a monitor or a task, only one can be active at a time. Hence task and monitor objects are quasi-concurrent.

\( \mu C++ \) supports inheritance in a limited way. Classes defined with extended types (co-routines, monitors, and tasks) can inherit only from classes of the same type. Among tasks, when multiple bodies are to be inherited, the one selected to be the active body is the one declared the deepest in the class hierarchy.

4 Overview of Concurrent Library Support Systems for C++

We identify two categories of concurrent library support systems for C++: implicit and explicit. In the following, we discuss some of the C++-based concurrent libraries in each of these categories. Users of concurrent libraries must observe certain protocols with varying degree of severity. We discuss the limitations of each of the libraries. Because of the lack of compiler support, concurrent libraries do not provide any facilities to minimize the effect of the conflict between inheritance and synchronization code.

4.1 Implicit

Concurrent libraries in this category use the object-oriented facilities to encapsulate concurrency at the object level.

As outlined in [8,9], encapsulating concurrency at the object level and providing the concurrent library with sufficient flexibility and power poses many challenging problems that are difficult to solve without compiler support. These problems include:

- Creating active objects in the presence of arbitrary levels of inheritance and without requiring the users to trigger thread activation.
- Preventing invocation of methods in newly created objects before construction is completed.
- Preventing object destruction until the object’s thread of control has terminated.
- Preventing recursion deadlocks.
- Selective method acceptance.
- Object distribution and migration.
- Object interaction by method invocation in a natural and transparent fashion.

Many of the concurrent class libraries for C++ have not solved all of the above problems and instead have imposed a variety of restrictions on users [3,16]. These restrictions can include limiting the number of inheritance levels to one, explicit thread management through the use of a start routine; requiring explicit message queues in object interaction; and explicit management of synchronization and mutual exclusion.

\( ABC++ \) [2] is an example of a class library that has solved most of the above problems while minimizing the restrictions on users.

\( ABC++ \) [2] (Active Base Class) supports active objects that possess their own thread of control and can run simultaneously with other active objects on a shared or distributed memory multiprocessor. In the case of distributed memory, an invocation of a method of a remote object is automatically transformed into a remote procedure call (rpc). Location transparency is provided through a novel use of object descriptors (also called proxies). Object distribution and selective method acceptance are also supported. \( ABC++ \) provides much of the functionality offered by a new or extended language without imposing a significant burden on the users. Users of \( ABC++ \) must observe the requirement that all methods of an object that are invokable by other objects must be declared as virtual.

4.2 Explicit

The class libraries in this category use the abstract data type approach to provide a set of concurrency primitives with which the users can write concurrent programs. Some of these libraries support active objects, however, the control of synchronization and mutual exclusion is more visible at the user interface level. Also note that most of these libraries focus on the shared memory style of concurrent programming.

\( AT&T \)’s [3] task library is perhaps the earliest attempt at providing some level of concurrency support (through co-routines) in a C++ class library. It originated in the early days of C++ (circa 1984) [40] and is discussed in [39] and [24]. Its class hier-
Communication in COOL is through shared memory and discussions of object interaction or selective message acceptance do not apply. The language in its present implementation has not integrated some features of C++ (for example, friends, virtual functions, overloading, inheritance) with the new concurrency constructs.

3.2 Explicit Concurrency

In these languages, there is less integration of concurrent and object-oriented paradigms. The creation and control of concurrency is more visible at the user interface level. In these languages, programmers are concerned with creation and manipulation of two units of execution: objects and concurrency units. Concurrent C++ [20] and Extended C++ [38] are examples of such languages.

Concurrent C++ [20] is developed at AT&T Bell Laboratories. It is an integration of AT&T’s Concurrent C with C++. Concurrency is achieved by creating many communicating processes. Concurrent C++ uses the term transaction (a form of rpc) for process interaction. Transactions can be synchronous (blocking) or asynchronous (non-blocking). Asynchronous transactions are one-way communications and return no results to the caller. Transactions can also be used for process synchronization. Processes can selectively accept messages by using an Ada-like select statement. The selection can be based on the internal state of the process or on the arguments of the transaction. Facilities such as priority specification and waiting for multiple events are also provided. Classes of C++ can be used to hide implementation details and enforce the visible external protocol of a process.

Extended C++ [38] is a superset of C++ with support for concurrency, exception handling (non-ANSI compliant) and garbage collection. It was developed to facilitate distributed OOP in the critical care environment for a hospital. Concurrency can be created by defining many light-weight processes (threads) executing in the same address space (interleaved concurrency) or by invoking member functions of remote objects. A member function declared as threadable can be used to begin a new process. A threadit operator defines the point in the program where the thread is spawned. The operand for this operator evaluates to a call to a threadable member function. Mutual exclusion is achieved by the use of regions.

A region is executed by one thread at a time. Release and trigger statements can be used to suspend or awaken a thread. The built-in class type condition allows users to define conditional variables that would make a thread wait on a condition queue until a specific user-defined condition is satisfied.

Communication among remote objects is by rpc. Only member functions that are declared remotable can be invoked remotely. A class with a remotable member function is called a remotable class. Extended C++ does not provide any explicit message acceptance facility; however, condition variables can be used to suspend the execution of a method until a particular condition is met.

3.3 Mixed Concurrency

μC++ [9] provides concurrency by creating active objects. μC++ extends C++ by introducing new type constructs for co-routines, monitors, co-routine monitors, and tasks. Task objects are active and are the only μC++ objects with their own thread of control. The authors argue that while it is possible to simplify the language by just providing task objects, creating co-routine and monitor objects out of class and task objects is difficult and inefficient. We have included μC++ in the mixed category, since while one can choose to use only task objects that encapsulate concurrency, the language provides other constructs that allows the programmer to decide among various concurrency constructs.

Active objects have a distinguished method called main which is the active body of the object. The assumed memory model is shared memory. Object interaction is by method invocation, and may be thought of as blocking, in the sense that a calling thread may be blocked by virtue of mutual exclusion. However, the method arguments are stored only in the caller’s stack frame and are not copied (the shared memory model makes this possible). Synchronization control in μC++ is achieved by an Ada-like accept statement.

When a task method is invoked, it is the caller’s thread that enters the method. Unlike Concurrent C++ transactions, the processing of the call can be deferred if required, by waiting on a condition queue. When a thread places itself on a queue, it releases exclusive access to the object, allowing another thread to proceed. To a certain extent, this capability makes up for the inability of the accept statement to examine actual arguments.
CHARM++ [28] is a portable extension of C++ that runs on many MIMD machines. Active objects in CHARM++ are called chares. Chares have exactly one thread of control. A CHARM++ program consists of a few modules, which can be separately compiled. Each module may include message declarations, char class definitions, branched char class definitions (described below), shared object definitions, global functions and hierarchies of C++ code (with restricted use of global and static variable). A branched char is a replicated char that has a branch on all processors. Each branched char has its own local data. Branched chares facilitate data-parallel operations. Each char object is identified by a unique handle. The handle of a branched char object is the same for all its branches.

Communication among chares is by asynchronous message passing. A message declaration in a CHARM++ module defines the data that constitutes a particular message. Chares and branched chares define the types of services that they provide to other chares through entry point declarations (i.e. entries define the protocol of the active object). Entry points are like functions with no return values and exactly one argument which is a pointer to a message. CHARM++ prohibits the use of public member functions in chares, thereby enforcing their protocol and communication by message passing. Branched chares can have public data and member functions. Access to these public members is handled by the local branch of the branched char.

CHARM++ supports dynamic binding, overloading, dynamic load balancing, and a variety of message scheduling schemes. CHARM++ allows multiple inheritance among concurrent classes. CHARM++ does not provide any explicit facility for selective message acceptance.

Mentat [21,22] supports medium grain parallelism by providing a portable set of run-time facilities and language abstractions to encapsulate concurrency at the object level. A Mentat program consists of C++ and MENTAT classes. Instances of MENTAT classes run in separate address spaces and have their own thread of control. Each Mentat object is given a unique, system wide identification. Mentat objects are treated exactly like C++ objects. Invocation of a method of a Mentat object is automatically converted to a (future like) non-blocking rpc. Mentat supports an ada-like select/accept statement. Selection can be based on the state of the object as well as on the arguments of the caller. A Mentat class may be declared as PERSISTENT or as REGULAR. Instances of PERSISTENT classes maintain their state between invocations.

The underlying computational model of Mentat is a macro data flow model. An executing program is a directed graph in which the nodes are the Mentat object member function invocations and the edges are the data dependencies found between the two invocations. The compiler generates the code to construct and execute the data flow graph.

2. Languages with Concurrency Encapsulated at Class Level. In this class of languages, objects are not active; however, there is still a strong integration of object-oriented and concurrency paradigms. Concurrency, synchronization and mutual exclusion are largely explicit and encapsulated within the class definition. Concurrency is generally introduced by allowing asynchronous method invocations on passive objects. Thread creation is at the time of method invocation. COOL [10] is an example of such a language.

COOL [10] is an extension of C++ with additional constructs to create concurrency. COOL supports medium to large-grain parallelism. Concurrency is created either by executing methods on different objects or by executing many methods on the same object. Private or public member functions can be declared as parallel. Method invocation of parallel methods is asynchronous, and future variables are used to receive the results of the calls. If a public member function requires exclusive access to an object, it is declared as mutex. Introducing mutual exclusion at the function level is more flexible than introducing them at the object level, as in monitor objects. In monitors, all methods are mutex. The use of a mutex function may result in a deadlock. A mutex function executing on an object may need the result of another function executing on the same object. If the first function blocks on this object, a deadlock occurs. To avoid this, COOL has a release statement that can be used by a mutex function. The use of release blocks the mutex function and releases the object so that other functions can access it. Besides mutex functions and future variables as synchronization mechanisms, COOL provides locks for synchronization at a finer granularity.
which have addressed the conflict between inheritance and synchronization code and have provided partial solutions to minimize its effect, none of the other languages have addressed this issue (although many of them allow inheritance among concurrent classes without any special attention to this conflict).

3.1 Implicit Concurrency

We further subdivide this category into two classes: (1) concurrency created and controlled by active objects, (2) concurrency encapsulated at the class level.

1. Languages with Active Objects. These languages naturally lend themselves to a distributed memory model of computation. An active object may support intra-object concurrency either in a quasi-concurrent fashion, as in a monitor, or by supporting many concurrent threads. ACT++ [26], CHARM++ [28], Mentat [21,22], and Saleh and Gautron’s CC++ [36,37] are examples of a C++-based concurrent language in this category.

ACT++ [26] is a shared-memory, actor-based language. For more detail on actor models, the reader is referred to [1,43]. Instruction-level concurrency, often found in actor languages, is not supported in ACT++. The language supports medium to large-grain parallelism. This is achieved by using primitive data and control structures of C++ as well as C++ objects (passive objects) in the construction of an active object. The identity of the passive objects should be known only to the containing active object, although this is enforced only by convention.

ACT++ programmers use three classes: ACTOR, Mbox, and Cbox − to create actors (active objects), mail boxes for actors, and future variables for receiving replies, respectively. Concurrency is created either by creating new actors with their own thread of control (inter-object concurrency) or by defining new behaviors for existing actors through the use of the become statement (intra-object concurrency). In an actor-based language, the become facility is both a synchronization mechanism as well as a mechanism for changing the state of an actor (actor operations are side-effect free). Each behavior of an actor has its own thread of control and proceeds in parallel with the original actor. An actor, after receiving a message, defines a replacement behavior that may have a different message protocol and new values for its instance variables (called acquaintances in the actor model). An actor prevents the processing of other messages until the replacement behavior is ready. The replacement behavior proceeds with the processing of the next message in the mail queue. An active object in ACT++ may be considered as a set of states, with each state responding to a particular set of messages. Therefore, selective method acceptance is supported by the ability of an actor changing its protocol through defining a replacement behavior. However, the message acceptance is not parametrized with the arguments of the invoked method.

Kafura and Lee [27] show that ACT++, without additional facilities, does not support inheritance between active objects. They then introduce the notion of behavior abstraction, to aid the inheritance process. This abstraction facility provides only a partial solution [33] in the context of actor-based languages that use interface-control for synchronization. Sequential class reusability in ACT++ is difficult because of its concurrency control mechanisms.

Saleh and Gautron’s CC++ [36,37] introduces concurrency in C++ partly by language extension and partly by class library support. To facilitate inheritance of synchronization code and sequential class reuse, CC++ extends C++ by adding a concurrency control mechanism based on a concept called conditional wait. This is implemented by extending the set of access specifiers in C++ (public, private, and protected) to include a delay access specifier. Methods with synchronization conditions are declared within the scope of a delay specifier. The delay keyword is also used to declare conditions under which the execution of a method may be delayed. The synchronization rules may be parametrized with the arguments of the invoked method. The separation of synchronization rules from the method definition is a step toward minimizing the effect of the conflict between inheritance and synchronization code. Intra-object concurrency is supported by declaring some methods as constant as well as by using the delay declarations to describe under what conditions methods of an object may be invoked in parallel.

Support for rpc, future rpc, and location transparency is provided by a class library. We have included CC++ with the concurrent systems that extend C++ because some of the concurrent support is provided by language extension. The CC++ compiler generates extra code when the delay declarations are parsed. The parsing also converts passive objects to active. Code reuse is one of the premises in the de-
• **Sequential** objects have exactly one thread of control.

• **Quasi-concurrent** objects act like a monitor. They possess many threads of control, but only one thread is active at a time. These objects allow a thread to be suspended while waiting for a condition to be met.

• **Concurrent** objects allow many threads to be active simultaneously. Thread creation can take place in one of two ways: (a) by method invocation or message reception; (b) by executing a construct, triggered by the object.

**Inheritance.** As mentioned earlier, concurrency and object-oriented features are not orthogonal. A well-known problem in COOPLs is the conflict between inheritance and synchronization mechanisms. Synchronization mechanisms maintain the integrity of objects by specifying under what conditions methods of an object may be invoked. One of the difficulties in writing concurrent programs is the specification of synchronization code. It is therefore most desirable to avoid re-writing of such code and to exploit inheritance for code reuse.

The conflict between inheritance and synchronization mechanisms has been reported by many researchers [7,14,18,27,33,34,35,42]. Tomlinson and Singh [42] define a synchronization mechanism as interfering with inheritance if local changes in the inheritance hierarchy (for example, adding a new method to a subclass) require changes in the synchronization constraints elsewhere in the hierarchy. Because of this interference, many concurrent languages do not support inheritance or support only a limited inheritance. Concurrent object-oriented languages use one of two ways to control concurrency: centralized or decentralized [27]. In the centralized approach, one procedure controls the concurrency by indicating when it is ready to accept a particular message. In such languages, the addition of a new method always requires changes in the procedure that controls concurrency. Furthermore, Matsuoka, Yonezawa, and Wakita [33,34] show that when there are complex interactions between the newly added method and the existing methods, the addition of a new method may require changes in the previously written methods. In the decentralized approach the concurrency control is distributed among methods. This can be achieved either by the use of entry and exit protocols (as in Extended-C++ [38]) or by objects dynamically changing their interface (as in ACT++ [26]). In the case of entry and exit protocols, subclasses must observe such protocols imposed by the superclasses, hence violating the principles of encapsulation. In the case of objects changing their interface, addition of a new method requires changes in the superclass methods.

Many proposals have posited solutions to this problem, with only a partial success [14,18,27,34,35,42]. Matsuoka, Yonezawa, and Wakita [33,34] formally prove the conflict between inheritance and synchronization mechanisms and present counter-examples to many of the proposed solutions. Present COOPLs either do not address this conflict or provide a partial solution to minimize its effect.

**Sequential Class Reusability.** The success of a C++ system in a development environment to a large degree depends on class reusability. A concurrent C++ language or library should provide provisions for using “properly” designed hierarchies of C++ classes. By “properly” we mean that the philosophy of object-oriented design is observed (for example, objects are fully encapsulated), and special attention is paid to the possibility of class reuse in a concurrent setting. One such example is Boost’s class library [6]. However, even in the case of properly designed C++ hierarchies, the designer of the concurrent C++ system has to provide for class reuse without requiring any editing of previously written C++ classes. Many of the C++-based concurrent systems do not support sequential class reuse.

### 3 C++-Based Concurrent Languages

We identify three categories of concurrent object-oriented languages. In the first category, concurrency creation, synchronization and mutual exclusion mechanisms are implicit and encapsulated within the object or the class definition. The second category is the explicit category, in which creation and control of concurrency is more visible at the user interface level. The third category is the mixed category, where both implicit and explicit concurrency mechanisms are provided. In the following, we discuss some of the C++-based languages that lie within each of these categories. With the exception of Salch and Gautron’s CC++ and ACT++,
concurrent C++-based systems are covered. Notable examples are [12, 13, 11]. Similarly, C++-based data-parallel languages, such as PC++ [31] and C** [30], and the application specific concurrent systems such as [5, 25, 32] are not covered.

Section 2 discusses issues of concern in concurrent object-oriented languages. Section 3 reviews concurrent extensions to C++. Concurrent libraries for C++ are reviewed in Section 4. A brief summary is provided in Section 5.

2 Issues in Concurrent Object-Oriented Programming Languages

The following issues characterize a concurrent object-oriented programming language (COOPL).

Memory Model. Most concurrent languages can be assigned to one of two camps: distributed memory or shared memory. In a distributed memory model, processors have exclusive access to their own local memories and communicate by passing messages. In a shared memory model, all processors share a large global memory and communicate via synchronized access to shared variables. Object-oriented programming is often regarded as a form of programming with messages, even on sequential machines. Specifically, invoking a particular method of an object can be seen as sending a message to the object. Communicating with an object by sending it a message facilitates the enforcement of encapsulation.

Because of the close analogy of OOP and message passing, COOPLs would seem to fit naturally into the distributed memory model. However, because of weak encapsulation in C++, concurrent C++ languages on distributed memory models face the problem of pointers to data members being passed to objects in different memory spaces.

Object Interaction. An important characteristic of a concurrent object-oriented language is the way objects/processes interact. Two paradigms of object interaction can be identified [43]. In the first paradigm, objects interact with messages using send and receive primitives. An interaction style consisting of a non-blocking send primitive and a blocking receive primitive is called asynchronous message passing. Synchronous message passing uses blocking send and blocking receive.

The second paradigm of interaction consists of two primitives: call and reply. This paradigm is an extension of sequential procedure call and is commonly referred to as remote procedure call (rpc). In a rpc communication, objects request services of remote objects in a natural and transparent fashion. We identify two styles of rpcs. A (blocking) rpc refers to a style of interaction in which the caller object blocks as soon as the call is issued until a reply is received.

To maximize concurrency, an object may want to request the services of another object and proceed with its own activity until the result of the request is needed. In the rpc paradigm of interaction, this is achieved by the call immediately returning what is called a future object, thus allowing the caller to proceed. The caller object proceeds with its own activity until it needs the result of the call, at which point it either blocks, if the future object has not received the reply from the called object, or receives the reply and proceeds with its activity. This style of interaction is called future rpc.

Active/Passive Objects. An object encapsulating data structures, operations, communication, and synchronization mechanisms is called an active object. Namely, the notions of object and process are unified into a single notion of an active object (object = process). An active object possesses its own thread(s) of control. In contrast, a passive object does not have its own thread of control and has to rely on active objects containing it or other synchronization mechanisms, such as locks, monitors, etc, to ensure its integrity.

Selective Method Acceptance. A COOPL receives much of its flexibility and power from the ability of objects to selectively accept which requests to serve and which to delay for later processing. Accept statements vary in form and power. An object may accept a particular message based on its internal state, parameters provided in the message, or the sequences in which messages may be accepted.

Intra Object Concurrency. If a concurrent program is to model real-world problems, a question arises with respect to the level of concurrency within an active object. This has been the subject of much discussion. Wegner [44] classifies COOPLs into three categories, depending on the level of internal object concurrency:
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Abstract

Many attempts have been made in adding concurrency to C++ either by extending the language or through the use of a class library. This paper reviews and analyzes some of the concurrent C++-based systems. We study the various approaches taken by these systems in adding concurrency to C++ and how these approaches interact with the object-oriented paradigm.

1 Introduction

Concurrency has been the subject of much research for over three decades. Traditionally, concurrency is concerned with threads of control and problems of synchronization and mutual exclusion. Object-oriented programming (OOP) languages provide a natural facility for modeling and decomposing a problem into self-contained entities called objects. An object is self-contained in the sense that it has exclusive control over its own internal state and communicates with the outside world through message passing. Thus it appears that the integration of the two paradigms of OOP and concurrent programming is promising. However, concurrency and object-oriented issues, as they may appear at first glance, are not orthogonal, and the integration of the two poses many challenging problems.

Two approaches can be used in the integration of the two paradigms of concurrency and OOP. In the first approach, language extensions or new concurrent languages are introduced, with the concurrency constructs being part of the language. The second approach uses OOP in developing a library of reusable abstractions that encapsulate the lower level details of concurrency (for example, architecture, data partitions, communication and synchronization). These libraries keep the concurrency constructs outside of the language. Programmers can use these libraries through well defined interfaces, using the existing language constructs.

There is much debate among language designers about the approach to take in the integration of concurrency and OOP [8,15]. The library approach keeps the language small, allows the programmer to work with familiar compilers and tools, provides the option of supporting many concurrent models through a variety of libraries, and eases porting of code to other architectures (usually, a small amount of assembler code needs to be changed). Software developers typically have large investments in existing code and are reluctant to adopt a new language. A class library with sufficient flexibility that can provide most of the functionality of a new or extended language is often more palatable. On the other hand, new or extended languages can use the compiler to provide higher level constructs, compile-time type checking, and enhanced performance.

C++ is increasingly becoming the language of choice among developers. It is therefore not surprising to see the many attempts that have been made to add concurrency to C++ [2,3,4,9,10,16,19,20,21,23,26,28,36,38]. This paper reviews and analyzes some of the concurrent C++-based systems. We study the various approaches taken in adding concurrency to C++ and how these approaches interact with the object-oriented paradigm. We give special attention to concurrent C++ systems that have used the assistance of a task library to add concurrency to C++ and review some of the existing concurrent class libraries for C++, outlining their features and limitations. Due to space limitations, not all